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Recently voted Supplier of the
Year by the UK’s Sheet
Plant Association, for the

second time in three years, Abaca
Systems has been putting the
finishing touches to its business to
business facility, a development
that is exciting its clients with the
prospect of paperless trading
between users of Abaca software.

Business to Business
Made Easy
Over the years the Abaca customer
base has grown such that many of
its customers now trade with each
other, most notably in the case of
sheet feeders trading with a
number of sheet plants. A new
business to business interface
allows customers to send orders

directly into the systems of
suppliers who are also Abaca
customers. The Abaca suite is
already popular with a host of UK
sheet plants, but it is also enjoying
considerable success in South
Africa, where Abaca has recently
added Seyfert’s Cape Town sheet
plant to its list of clients.
Importantly, a key Seyfert supplier,
one of two Cape Town sheet
feeding plants known since the
demerger from Mondi as Mpact, is
also an Abaca client, and it is fair to
say that Seyfert and Mpact are
making full use of B2B
opportunities. Graham Dickinson
sees this as an important milestone
and says, “Seyfert and Mpact have
both recognised the administrative
savings that can be achieved by

Walter Calitz - Seyfer, Ed Wickstrom - Mpact,
Craig Wilkinson - Mpact, Guy Thomas - Abaca and Kevin Scott - Seyfert.
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using our Business to Business
module. The facility to use bar-
coding for goods receiving and
stock control, added to the ability
to send orders, acknowledgements
and invoices electronically between
the businesses, is going to save
these companies a good deal of
time and money, as well as
improving the accuracy of their
dealings with each other. We now
have on board sheet feeding
operations in Cape Town, Durban
and Johannesburg so it's likely
that other South African sheet
plants will take our software in
order to utilise the business to
business functionality and
remove cost from their
companies.”

Graham Dickinson tells us
more about some of the
features of this new
development. When an order is
sent from a customer’s system
to the supplier, any
discrepancies such as pricing
errors are flagged up when the
electronic acknowledgement is sent
back by the Abaca system from the
supplier to the customer. No
paperwork is necessary and no
phone calls need to be made —
everything is done electronically.

The receiving end does not need to
process the transactions, which is
especially efficient in the case of
sheet feeding, because the sales
order processing clerk no longer
needs to key in the orders from the
sheet plant.

Finished goods can be bar-
coded for despatch, with the same
label being used to scan the goods
into the receiving customers
system, eliminating the need for
manual checking and recording of
incoming materials. Finally, an
electronic invoice is generated by
the supplier and is automatically
matched to the scanned receipts
from the bar coding system at the
customer’s end, and posted
through to the accounting ledger.
Graham Dickinson says, “Using
these modules removes the need
for any price/quantity checking and
posting to ledgers for incoming
invoices from the supplier, because
the system does it all. There are
considerable administrative savings

to be made and we expect a
huge take-up of this facility from
our existing customers, many of
whom are dedicated sheet
feeders or integrated plants
trading with sheet plants.”

Rule Based Credit Control
Scheduled for launch this month,
a new Abaca credit control
module is a rule based program
where actions are triggered based
on the rules that are set up at
company level. However, these
rules can be changed at customer
level to accommodate special
terms or agreements, or simply to
relax or intensify the pressure
applied to certain customers.
Graham Dickinson says, “The usual
credit control procedure begins
when the debtors clerk prints out
an aged debt report and starts
phoning to chase money, and that
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“SEYFERT AND MPACT HAVE
BOTH RECOGNISED THE

ADMINISTRATIVE SAVINGS THAT CAN
BE ACHIEVED BY USING OUR

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS MODULE,”
SAYS GRAHAM DICKINSON.
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person will receive various answers
which they will record and act upon.
Using our new system, each day
the credit controller goes into the
credit control screen and is
presented with the actions that are
due. These can be the sending of
one of a number of standard letters
to be sent, and/or phone calls to
make or messages to pass to
colleagues — the user can action
some, all or none of these
activities. If letters are required to
be sent they are usually emailed
directly from the system, the
content sent each time being
governed according to the overdue
nature of the debt. Details of phone
calls can be noted in the system
against the debt so that they are
not lost and further actions based
on the customer’s response can be
set so that the system will remind
the credit controller of the next
step as it becomes due. The debt is
constantly monitored in the credit
control system until it is paid and all
correspondence, both written and
telephonic, is tracked. The
feedback on this new facility has
been very positive.”

The module has found approval
at Milton Keynes, UK based sheet
plant Reedbut Limited, where the
system has recently been
undergoing trials. Reedbut’s
Managing Director, Trevor Green,
tells us, “The new Abaca credit

control system
has improved
our debt
collection
process
tremendously.
We have
improved our
communication
to customers
and saved time
within our finance department. This
has enabled the finance team to
concentrate on those customers
who have payment issues.”

Understanding needs
A long established feature of the
Abaca software suite has been its
Excel based reporting facility,
incorporating numerous items of
management information.
However, it became apparent that
many customers were
reconfiguring the spreadsheet to
reflect the needs of their own
businesses. Abaca has taken
note of this by providing the facility
for each customer to establish its
own tailor-made Abaca
spreadsheet.

One of Scotland’s longest
established and most respected
sheet plants, McLaren Packaging,
has been using Abaca software for
almost a year. Director, Donald
McLaren, is full of praise. “After
reviewing a range of business

software systems, Abaca was
selected as offering the most
comprehensive and scalable
solution for our business. The pre-
configured nature of Abaca led to a
speedy and efficient
implementation but still afforded
the flexibility to fit our diverse
business needs including the
production of composite tubes, kits
and assemblies. The main
advantage however is not the

excellent software but the
knowledgeable and capable
support staff. Their industry
background and ability to speak our
language and understand our
needs, as well as our challenges, is
priceless. Since our go-live the
system has been a hit — with
operators and staff asking for more
Abaca technologies including RF
scanning, fully bar-coded stock
control and shop-floor data
collection.”

Abaca’s RF3000 bar coding
installations continue to grow in
number and the introduction of
truck mounted scanners currently
under evaluation can only add to
the popularity of this feature. A free
cockpit facility designed for the
exclusive use of Sheet Plant
Association members is now on
general release, and a new ‘drag
and drop’ production scheduling
system is now in its testing phase
in anticipation of a general release
in 2012. �


